Assembling guide Infostand i1.5
No tools needed,
just one person
and a bit of practice.
Desk can be used
separately.
Plug in the roof supports
into the desk,
canvas over it,
tighten, - done!
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Parts: - all sides are interchangeable, don’t
worry about left or right! 2x desk side (T), folded
2x roof support (D), with two foldable arms
4x horizontal support (A), one with diagonal
supports (Q)
2x storm props (St) (excl. i1.5D)
3x table top boards (B)

Rear view

1x front cover (ThV)
1x Tarpaulin for roof & attached back
with 3x A inside (i1.5D only roof, no back)
1.) Fold out a desk side T, plug in support A with Q and rest A
on the ground.
2.) Plug in second desk side T using 2x 2 hinges.
3.) Plug in support A in the inside center of the side parts - half
hight, slightly angular.
2.
4.) Plug in support A with front cover ThV,
ﬁx ThV with rubber strings under feet of T.
5.) Plug in roof supports D left and right into the 3 hinges in T
press ﬁrmly. (Use the leaver provided to unmount.)
6.) Plug in support A at top of D.
7.) Put the three table boards B onto supports A, the one B with
the smooth side on the outside.
(The desk can be used separately without the roof.)
8.) Fold out roof supports D and ﬁx them using the locking pins
so their arms look like a V (lower position).
9.) Now take the tarpaulin out of the bag and rest the rolled up 4.-7.
tarpaulin onto the back side of the roof supports D. Make sure
the rolled up back cover shows to the back/the velcro on the
gable is inside the stall. Roll out some canvas and plug in the
integrated support into hinges at back ends of the roof supports.
10.) Roll out the full roof lifting (the desk supports your weight)
or gently throwing over the top to the front. Plug in the
integrated support into the ends at the front.
11.) Tighten roof by pushing the roof supports upwards, ﬁrst
both sides to the middle locking position, then both sides to the
top (arms locked horizontally with the locking pin).
10.
12.) Roll down back part of tarpaulin and plug in the
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8.-9.

integrated support into the unfolded storm props St. Then pull
down to straighten the back and to plug vertical storm props St
into the hinges in D at the top. Adjust the storm props St locking
the aluminum tip with screw.
Always dry the canvas and store it in a dry place!
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